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Freedom to choose and the
information to choose well

A

t the start of this year, Education
Secretary Michael Gove reported
that 1529 schools in England
acquired academy status. Six months
later, at the start of July, that figure had
risen to 1957. With more academies
set to open in September, over half of
all secondary schools are now either
academies or in the process of converting.
At the heart of the academies
programme is the determination to
reduce unnecessary bureaucracy in
education and enable school leaders to
have the freedom to do what benefits
their pupils the most.
This commitment is highlighted
by Gove in the Academies Annual
Report 2010/2011, published in June.
“There is clear evidence,” he writes, “to
show greater school autonomy leads
to improved outcomes for pupils, and
that quality sponsorship is tackling
entrenched underperformance.”
Pupils with special educational needs
(SEN) and those who receive alternative
provision are also set to benefit from
education more tailored to their
circumstances, which academies offer.
According to the Report, sponsored
academies currently teach a higher
proportion of pupils with special
educational needs than the average across
all state-funded schools.
The same benefits can also apply to
Pupil Referral Units – a case argued
passionately at The Academies Show
London in May by Charlie Taylor,
the Department for Education
Expert Advisor on Behaviour and an
accomplished Head.
However, whatever the context for
a new academy, increased autonomy
brings more responsibility, and demands

more preparation from school leadership
teams. Successful academy Heads
agree that ‘homework’ is key. Certainly
there is more freedom to take steps to
improve education provision, but how
do professionals in the sector ensure they
fully understand the possibilities open to
them, as well as the potential pitfalls they
should avoid?
These challenges are very familiar to
Tom Clark, Chairman of the Board of
FASNA. Earlier this year, Tom took to the
stage at The Academies Show in London,
speaking about the need for Heads for
learn from each other’s experience, to
forge worthwhile partnerships and create
collaborations for the good of pupils and
staff.
His comments resonated with many
of the school leaders present, who felt
that whilst the Department for Education
Academies Delivery Group, led by
director Dominic Herrington, offers
comprehensive support to schools – pre,

during and post-conversion working with
strategic partners like FASNA – there is
also great value in sharing experience and
working with peers.
Events like this and the upcoming
Academies Show Birmingham on
28 November at the NEC – where
Tom Clark will lead a discussion
on Autonomy with Accountability:
Taking Control, Being Accountable,
Raising Standards alongside Dominic
Herrington – offer a chance for forwardthinking heads to gather information
and build connections to make the
right choices. School staff can attend
The Academies Show Birmingham on
28 November at the NEC Birmingham
FREE – register online at
www.academiesshowbirmingham.co.uk

Marcin Piechowski,
Group Marketing
Manager, The Academies
Show Birmingham.
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Procurement

Saving money on your behalf

T

he FASNA Buying Club has been working with a number
of its members over the last academic year and one area
that continues to deliver both surprises and savings is
reprographics (photocopiers and printers).
Photocopier and printer contracts can be extremely complex,
especially for secondary schools. They can also be incredibly
diverse in terms of what is and isn’t included in the price.
Whilst an operating lease is the only type of lease a school
should enter in to, we have found many schools in all sorts
of non-compliant contracts. Even when the correct type of
operating lease has been used by a school, major advantages may
still be gained by planning your new photocopier procurement
strategy. Undertaking a full audit to establish how your school
may benefit from new technology and its smarter use is
certainly worth considering.
A recent FASNA member benefitted from significant
savings from a FASNA Buying Club photocopier and printer
audit, to the tune of £125,000. The school is now in receipt of
a much-improved photocopier and printer estate, along
with the major financial saving it has made from clever
procurement. Money to spend where it matters – on teaching
and learning.
Here’s how we did it. Coopers Technology College asked
us to review their reprographics contract as it was due to
end within a few months. We first had to understand the
school’s current position through a contract analysis. This
was followed by an audit of usage to establish volumes, colour
coverage as well as assessing the physical locations of existing
equipment. Following the audit and a subsequent floor-walk
to produce e-plans of the machines, we presented our findings
and recommendations to the school and governors. Delighted
with our findings they directed us to manage a competitive
tender for a new contract based upon the school’s current and
future needs.

Contract renegotiation
Coopers Technology College had previously entered into a
five-year contract that, for various reasons, had been upgraded
before the end date. As a result, a large settlement figure was
rolled into a new five-year term. This meant that the College
was paying a much higher quarterly repayment. They were
paying interest on interest.
By helping the school to negotiate a new contract based on a
compliant operating lease, we were able to save them £125,000, a
cost reduction of around 70%, based on a like-for-like five-year
period.
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Enhanced processes
Previously there was very little clarity over the service agreement
coupled with a minimum bill covering quarterly mono and
colour pages. This could have led to inflated colour printing costs
when the minimum print quota was not being reached. We were
able to address this problem by introducing a transparent billing
arrangement based on actual usage with no minimum usage.
Another key issue was the college’s inaccurate copy audit
system. Any staff member could use any departmental card.
Furthermore, each member of staff also carried an ID card
and a door access card yet neither of them were linked into the
photocopying system, which meant that the contract wasn’t
being utilised to its full potential. By introducing ID printing
cards based on a single card with a built-in intelligent Mifare
reader, we were able to improve security and the school’s audit
process almost immediately as they were able to identify who
was printing what, when and where, providing the necessary
management information to control costs.
We also identified that the school had too many printers,
of differing types, which made it far more difficult for the IT
department to manage faults and to deal with logistics around
toner inventory etc. We addressed this by recommending
printers from a single manufacturer and by reducing the overall
number of printers by 15%.

Improved account management
The management review process was a fairly reactive service.
We therefore transformed the school’s on-going support
with the introduction of a managed service for printers and
photocopiers, which included a transparent performance review
process and proactive device monitoring.

School feedback
“I just wanted to express my thanks for the work carried out by
the FASNA Buying Club and Place Group in the letting of a new
photocopying contract for Coopers TC. When we met I explained
that I had only been at Coopers since April 2011 and there were lots
of priorities … the letting of the new photocopying contract was
firmly in my “too difficult” drawer and I welcomed the support
from the FASNA Buying Club. At all times I have found staff to be
knowledgeable, professional, flexible and supportive to the college.”

If you have questions about the FASNA Buying
Club or need additional information please
email contact@fasnabuyingclub.org.uk or call
us on 07540 802 133

Your Move

Need an assessment?
CEM offers computer-adaptive (not just
computer-delivered) assessments.
Benefits include:
• Personalised test – questions ‘adapt’ to suit
the pupil
• Prompt feedback
• Flexible – test small groups/individuals
• Caters for all abilities

“The online process for doing the test is fantastic. It was
easy to administer and the results are available really fast. To
cap it all a large number of the students told us that they really
enjoyed the test.”
Andrew Stevens, Hampshire

www.cem.org
email: marc.brackenbury@cem.dur.ac.uk

Academy Insurance & Risk Management

Maximise your new
found freedom with
our ‘best in class’
risk solutions
Being an Academy is all about being free to go
your own way.
Taking away the hassle of insurance and risk management:
Zurich’s experts can offer guidance on the protection you
need, leaving you free to maximise your independence
and fulfil your ambitions.
• Benefit from our industry leading experience in working with Academies
• Deal directly with insurance experts who understand the risks that you
face and how to address them
• Get an insurance package tailored to your Academy’s needs
• Enjoy free access to our dedicated risk website, theriskcurriculum.com,
packed with specific risk guidance on the key risks that Academies face
• Work with dedicated Claims experts who can get you back on track
quickly, when it matters most.
Free yourself from the complexities of Academy insurance
and risk management. Call us today on 0845 602 3895 (option 2)
or email ZM_enquiries@zurich.com
Zurich Municipal is a panel member of the Crescent Purchasing
Consortium (CPC) framework for Academy insurance.
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